Worklist for Design Handbook
Tasks
This page contains a list of tasks - small and large - for the completion of the first edition of the Design Handbook. Please add tasks as you come across
deficiencies, and mark as Done any tasks that you complete. We should probably create a JIRA issue that points to this list.

Current Task List
1. move accessiblity in cog walkthrough to cog walkthrough DAPHNE - Done
2. remove accessibility in cog walkthrough from the top level design handbook hierarchy DAPHNE - Done
3. link to daphne's (usability evaluation questions) and the xerox heuristic checklists whenever we reference nielsen's heuristic checklist and rename
it "(alternative?) heuristic evaluation checklist" & remove it from the top level design handbook hierarchy PAUL
4. delete "questions for all evaluations" page ALLISON - Done
5. pull out initial paragraph on Heuristic Evaluation Page ALLISON - Done
6. figure out what to do with the duplicated "Code Review" content (on http://wiki.fluidproject.org/display/fluid/Code+Review & http://wiki.fluidproject.
org/display/fluid/UX+Walkthrough+Protocols+and+Checklists) ALLISON - Done (excerpted entire Code Review page into UX Walkthrough
Protocols and Checklists)
7. have preparation & execution be the instructions page for a ux walkthrough, which points to the approrpriate checklists on the protocols and
checklist page. move the instructional content frm the protocols and checklists page, make it as brief as possible and don't duplicate content.
probably remove the 'protocols' on the "protocols and checklists" page - it should be on the preparation & execution page. Maybe rename prep &
execution - ux walkthrough instructions ,recipe, something like that. name based on what content is there. SHARED - PAUL TO START
8. move protocols & checklists and template to be under "ux walkthrough prep & execution" ALLISON - Done
9. check related links to make sure that they are updated and the text still makes sense. PAUL
10. look at table of contents to see if hierarchy is represented and makes sense PAUL
11. add a few links on the FAQ page ALLISON - Done
12. move "Accessibilty Testing Protocols and Markup inspection" to the bottom of the "Code Review" page and explain what it is ... e.g. "if you want to
go deeper into this these are other things you might want to do" DAPHNE - Done
13. rename code review to "Code Review for Usability & Accessibility"
or something like that DAPHNE - Done
14. Link to "Code Review" from the accessibility review protocols in the step in the process (e.g. "Step 2 (Optional): Review the HTML source code for
appropriate markup") DAPHNE - Done
15. follow up with Mike Elledge to ask him to update the Accessibility Review Protocols child pages with references to the correct versions of software
PAUL
16. Review the UX Walkthrough Report Template page. Does it correspond well to the UX Walkthrough Protocols and Checklists page? OPEN
17. enter update/delete/move content from UCD design best practices page as a JIRA task
DAPHNE - Done
18. Remove deprecated page UX Inspection Methods and Techniques when we're sure we don't need it anymore - OPEN
19. Make sure that all pages have appropriate labels: ux walkthrough manual release cognitive accessibility protocol heuristic etc. - OPEN

Old Task List
1. Review and critique UX Walkthrough Preparation and Execution page. (someone not Jonathan or Paul). - Done by Daphne & Allison
2. Remove redundant and obsolete pages - those marked as deprecated and tagged with "remove_this_page".
UX Inspection Methods and Techniques - moved up to Current List
Questions for All Evaluations - moved up to Current List
3. Polish the UX Walkthrough Protocols and Checklists page. Paul still has some stuff to do here on the Code Review section. Done by Paul
4. Flesh out the UX Walkthrough FAQ page (Jonathan?) - moved up to Current List
5. Do some work on the User Experience Walkthroughs page. Done by Paul
6. Review the UX Walkthrough Report Template page. Does it correspond well to the UX Walkthrough Protocols and Checklists page? - moved up
to Current List
7. Make sure that all pages have appropriate labels: ux walkthrough manual release cognitive accessibility protocol heuristic etc. - moved up to
Current List
8. Check that all the Related Links boxes contain appropriate links and descriptions - we have moved things around a bit and some descriptions
may be inaccurate. - moved up to Current List
9. Ensure that the Accessibility Review Protocols child pages make reference to the correct versions of software - Firefox 3 etc. (Mike will do this.) moved up to Current List
10. Remove all the yellow work-in-progress notes. Done by Paul
11. Complete the Persona Creation page. Done by Daphne
12. Flesh out the UCD Best Practices page. - moved up to Current List.
13. Remove the commented-out text ({HTMLcomment:hidden}) from the pages, or relocate it to other pages where appropriate. Done by Paul
14. Tighten up the excerpt text descriptions in the Evaluations and Assessments section of the DH page. Done by Paul

